
Manage your go to market campaigns 
systematically so you achieve growth and profit

GO-TO-MARKET 
CHECKLIST:



DO YOU FEEL LIKE 
THIS?

The quality of your leads 
are low quality or tyre 
kickers

LEAD QUALITY

Your sales and support 
team are disconnected 
from marketing and 
creative

SILOS

You are not evolving your 
campaigns based on the 
customer experience

CX

Learn from our 25+ YEARS of experience in Digital Strategy, SEM, 
SEO, Social Media and Customer Experience



WWW.CHOOSEPICO.COM

PICO IN NUMBERS

20+
Industry Certifications

92+
Happy Clients

5 out of 5
Verified Reviews

Top 3%
Google Premier Partner

info@choosepico.com

15
Awards of Excellence



TWO 
CATEGORIES

KPI & Strategy Alignment
Milestones



KPI & STRATEGY ALIGNMENT

CONVERSION 

GOALS

GENERAL

What is the core action completion? A lead form? A purchase? A whitepaper download?
What is the secondary action completion - remember, an algorithm can only optimize to one goal
Are you tracking calls? And is there anything we need to consider for platform call tracking?
Is there any difference in how you record goals, for example, last click vs first click attribution? Click
and view window settings etc., vs what is in the platform?
Are there any discrepancies between in platform data and client data?
If there is a discrepancy, you need to understand why and consider this in the bidding methodology.
What is the latency from click to conversion? And from conversion to won?
Are the goals tracking accurately in the platform? If not, then the algorithm will not optimize correctly.

It would be best if you had a clear understanding of when the conversion tags fire on the site
Don't forget to like/follow social channels
Get a list of competitors and follow them on social media
Would you happen to have details of what pain points the product/service is solving? What makes
prospective customers wake up in a sweat?
Take a look at reviews and see what people have to say about you that could be used in the ad copy.
Remember that you are responsible for the quality of leads - not just the quantity.



KPI & STRATEGY ALIGNMENT

EXCLUSIONS

Are there any IPs we should be excluding (Keep in mind this is hard to do with remote work) 
Are there any companies / current customer lists we should exclude. When were they last 
updated?

UTM PARAMETERS

ACCOUNT KPIs

Do you have specific UTM parameters that should be followed? Do they track through to a closed deal?
Do not make any UTM adjustments without the proper approval process

Brand goal - e.g. ensuring dominance due to competitors bidding on your terms
Generic goal - generating a lead from a prospect that may not have been aware of your brand
What is considered the source of truth data-wise? Is it the CRM data or platform data?

AUDIENCE / PERSONAS
Do we have a clear direction on the audiences we are targeting?
Is there a priority within the audiences?

MARKET/TOPIC 
PRIORITY

Market priority - for example, USA vs EMEA or California vs Texas?
Campaign type priority - for example, branding vs lead generation
Generic type priority - for example, a specific product or service line where margins are higher.



MILESTONES

AD COPY

You could run custom audiences for people registering for events that your ideal audience is attending.
Keep in mind, particularly with early bird pricing etc. Target visitors to competitor sites / keywords.
Remember, it's always good to segment your audiences - don't pile too many layers on that you don't
understand what is working. For example, on LinkedIn, do Skills work better than groups, job functions,
or titles? 
Make sure your audience is a good size - but go manageable - An ideal audience is 60k to 200k.

AUDIENCES

What are competitors' ads saying? Are you saying the same? What price points are they using? Do 
you stand out? Also valuable to look at things like https://www.moat.com/ to see what competitors 
are saying on display and look at competitor social channels. 
What elements are working within the ad? Is there a theme?
When was the last time ads/extensions were updated? It should be refreshed every 90-days.
Any new elements to add to copy, e.g. Awards, News, eBooks, Infographics, Webinars etc.
What ads have a low CTR and why? Is there a theme - how can you improve these ads?
Keep ad testing simple - minor tweaks only - be patient - don't make many tweaks in one go.
Share what's working with all relevant departments so they can take those learnings and adjust other 
communication efforts the company may be working on.
Are different ads / CTAs working better in EMEA than in the USA? Are top keywords different in each 
region? How are extensions/devices being used by region? Understand those nuances and adjust 
accordingly, and share.



MILESTONES
Shift budgets based on performance and restructure the account based on how you want to
allocate the budget. I always tell a client that if the account layout looks the same 90 days from
launch - fire me. And don't look at just one channel - please look across channels and adjust
budgets accordingly to ensure overall results are met.

Are there any emerging competitors we should be aware of?

Are there expansion opportunities - like video / custom affinity audiences / different ad
extensions / other ad formats like message ads vs conversation ads in LinkedIn?

If you have a low CTR on a keyword or audience that is relevant - why? What can you do to
improve that CTR? Move to its campaign with tailored copy? Pause it?
Look at the past 7 days / 30 days, and 90 days to consider latency or seasonality considerations

How is the landing page working - do you think you should recommend changes/heat mapping or
test a different page? Is there a high bounce rate?
Drive your ad to the most relevant landing page 
Remember that some Demand Gen landing pages will have higher bounce rates because they are
purposely only one page for conversion.

BUDGET

COMPETITORS

KEYWORDS

EXPANSION

LANDING PAGES



MILESTONES
Rethink Remarketing - any new lists we should target or new tactics to try?
Please look cross-channel to ensure remarketing efforts are not double dipping. E.g., if you're already on
Google Display, why target that same network again on another platform?

Although the reports are about the results, it is crucial to keep in mind the following: What did we
try? Why did we try it? How did we test it? What are the results? What are we doing next? How are we
prioritizing? Please remember that anyone can log in and look at the data in platform. You must show
how you added value.

Remember to look at how the campaign performs on different device types and adjust
bidding/delivery accordingly. If mobile is not working - why? You must optimize the mobile
experience; we live in a mobile-first world.
Monitor display placements and add any negatives/suppression lists (ideally, update every quarter).

Small changes can have a significant impact—E.g. Color of a button, the CTA in the button, hero
image on LHS vs RHS. Minor tweaks - so everything in the ad is identical other than the button color;
once that test is done, then move to the next one. Have a testing strategy in mind.
Don't make so many changes in one go that you cannot determine which ones had a good or bad
impact.
Keep a record of the changes and why you made them.

REMARKETING

REPORTING

SETTINGS

TESTING



LISTEN TO THE 
MASTERCLASS
Book a FREE 45 Minute Strategy Call

Next Step


